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Q-j4lcicbdl cITT ~ ~ t@T Name & Address
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M/s. Parikh Packaging Pvt. Ltd., Opp. Rotomac Pens, Sarkhej-Bavla
Highway, Viii- Moraiya, Taluka- Sanand, Ahmedabad-382213
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The Deputy/Assistant Commi~sioner, CGST, Division-IV, Ahmedabad North,
2nd Floor, Gokuldham Arcade, Sarkhej-Sanand Road, Ahmedabad-38221 0

al{ anf@ s« 3fl mgr oriits rra aar & at asa mar ufa zrenferfa
Rt a4al; Ty Fr 3rf@rant at arfta ur gtrur ma Iga cBx' x=rcncTT % I

Any person aggrieved by this Order-In-Appeal may file an appeal or revision application,
as the one may be against such order, to the appropriate authority in the following way :

rdal ar g=terr 3mr)a
Revision application to Government of India :

(1) ah4 3ql4 zed 3rfefm, 1994 ct'!" tITTT rn ~~ ~ lW1C'lT cB' 6fR ~ ~
'cfRT cp]" "\j"q-'cfRT gm urg a 3isfa gnrvr 3rat 3ref ra, and at, f@a
iaran, rua f@mt, a)ft #if#a, ta ta +a, ira mf, { fact : 110001 cp]" c!5l' fl
aReg I
(i) A revision application lies to the Under Secretary, to the Govt. of India, Revision
Application Unit Ministry of Finance, Department of Revenue, 4th Floor, Jeevan Deep Building,
Parliament Street, New Delhi - 110 001 under Section 35EE of the CEA 1944 in respect of the
following case, governed by first proviso to sub-section (1) of Section-35 ibid :

(ii) uf? me at nfm sra hf arR al&m xl fcR:Tr 'fJ□-silll"< m ~ cf>l"<\'.Sll~ ~
m fcITTft "fjO.§llll"< aw osrr ima uma sy mrf T-f, m fcR:Tr ~=i0-sl111"< m~ T-f -=qrg
erg fcITTft cfj I x\'.Sl I~ T-f m fcR:Tr asrn i ita #l ,Rhur hr g{ st I

(ii) In case of any loss of goods where the loss occur in transit from a factory to a
warehouse or to another factory .--., rehouse to another during the course of
processing of the goods in a war whether in a factory or in a warehouse.
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a as Rav4htg znr rat faff n Ljx m ml fa4Rafa qzihr zca ma i:ix
3areayen Rae #m citaa # are f@hat rg zm Tarfaff 2j

(A)

(B)

(a)

In case of rebate of duty of excise on goods exported to any country or territory
outside India of on excisable material used in the manufacture of the goods
which are exported to any country or territory outside India.

<fR ~ <ITT 'lJlRfR fg [@qta 3 ate (tu1 qr i;!f,"R <ITT) Rllfu fclx:iT 1J<-lT 1=flc'f "ITT I

In case of goods exported outside India export to Nepal or Bhutan, without
payment of duty.

aif Gara 6t area zyca # 4ran fg GilgtRee mt 6 nu{&aft ha arr cit za
'cllxT 1;cf fr # qarfa arga, sr#ta a rt tJ"Tffif cIT W'RT tjx zr a fa af@fr (i.2) 1998
mxT 109 rt gar fag Tfl? "ITT I

To the west regional bench of Customs, Excise & Service Tax Appellate Tribunal
(CESTAT) at 2

nd
floor,Bahumali Bhawan,Asarwa,Girdhar Nagar, Ahmedabad : 380004.

in case of appeals other than as ~~:><:M l.I. -2(i) (a) above.

tr gr«en, tr snra greas vi vara a7al#tr =qmf@raw a f 3nfl
Appeal to Custom, Excise, & Service Tax Appellate Tribunal.

(1) ah4tu snraa zc 3rfnfu, «944 4 ear as-at/3s--z 3iafa

Under Section 35B/ 35E of CEA, 1944.an appeal lies to :-

aaffr aRa 2 («) i at aryar a arara al 374ha, a7flit #m 4ha gr,
ta Gara gyca gi ara an@h#ht arnf@raw (Rrec) a) ufQa hf f)fa,
31i'PF'iltjli:i if znd "Blffi , cil§J..Jlcll 'J-.fcFf ,~ ,PTT'tfnlTR,0-J$J..J~l<S!ICt -380004

(c) Credit of any duty allowed to be utilized towards payment of excise duty on final
products under the provisions of this Act or the Rules made there under and such
order is passed by the Commissioner (Appeals) on or after, the date appointed
under Sec.109 of the Finance (No.2) Act, 1998.

(1) ~~ ~ (3J1-fu;r) PllJ1-11c1('jl 2001 Rua o a aifa faff&e ua in gg--s "# Gl"
mwn i, )faarr uf smk )fa ffa al a ah fa 11ff-3TTW 1;ct 3J1-fu;r ~ q-)'1
at-at fit a arr fr am)a fur arr afegl sra arr rat g. qr gaff # siaft sa
3s--< Reff #ft qarr a raa rrer €lm--s arr al f ft g)ft afegg1

The above application shall be made in duplicate in Form No. EA-8 as specified
under Rule, 9 of Central Excise (Appeals) Rules, 2001 within 3 months from the
date on which the order sought to be appealed against is communicated and
shall be accompanied by two copies each of the 010 and Order-In-Appeal. It
should also· be accompanied by a copy of TR-6 Challan evidencing payment of
prescribed fee as prescribed under Section 35-EE of CEA, 1944, under Major
Head ofAccount.

(2) Rf)ca am)a mer uraj ica van qa arg uh ur Ga a "ITT "ITT ffl 200/- tJfR:r 'l_fmR
#t Garg al sri icava van qa Garg surer gt Rt 1000/- cp'7" t#ra 'lj7RfFl cp'7" ~ I

The revision application shall be accompanied by a fee of Rs.200/- where the
amount involved is Rupees One Lac or less and Rs.1,000/- where the amount
involved is more than Rupees One Lac.
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The appeal to the Appellate Tribunal shall be filed in quadruplicate in form EA-3
as prescribed under Rule 6 of Central Excise(Appeal) Rules, 2001 and shall be
accompanied against (one which at least should be accompanied by a fee of
Rs.1,000/-, Rs.5,000/- and Rs.10,000/- where amount of duty/ penalty/ demand
/ refund is upto 5 Lac, 5 Lac to 50'Lac and above 50 Lac respectively in the form
of crossed bank draft in favour of Asstt. Registar of a branch of any nominate
public sector bank of the place where the bench of any nominate public sector
bank of the place where the bench of the Tribunal is situated.

(3) zuR? z 3mara{ ea am?vii ar arr el & it r@la pr ajar f4) mt grar
srfaa an a fha urr a1fey sr sq a gg fl fa fur u8) anf h aa fag
zenfRe,Ra 3fl#tr znqf@raw at ga 3r4la zu arr al al ya 3m4a fhzu urat &
In case of the order covers a number of order-in-Original, fee for each 0.1.0.
should be paid in the aforesaid manner notwithstanding the fact that the one
appeal to the Appellant Tribunal or the one application to the· Central Govt. As
the case may be, is filled to avoid scriptoria work if excising Rs. 1 lacs fee of
Rs.100/- for each.

(4) 1rarer yea srf@fr 197o znr vigil[@rt al arr{f-1 a 3Rfl"ITI ·Ri'efl"fur ~- 3fjf[R \:lcffi
37la zu p 3rt zaenRerf fufu If@rant # am?gr ] raln 4l vs If u 6.6.so ha
cnT .-ll lll lc'1 a yen fee ca el arRgt

One copy of application or 0.1.0. as the case may be, and the order of the
adjournment authority shall a court fee stamp of Rs.6.50 paise as prescribed
under scheduled-I item of the court fee Act, 1975 as amended.

ga it if@r +mi al fiarv a4 a Ru#i at jk sf) err 3lfc!5"fifo fclRTT \Jll"ITT % ~
val yen, tu sara zyea vi hara ar9ltu znrznf@rr (ruff4f@) Pm, 1o82 i
Rfea &

Attention in invited to the rules covering these and other related matter
contended in the Customs, Excise & Service Tax Appellate Tribunal (Procedure)
Rules, 1982.

(6) fl zyca, a€hr qrzc vi ara r4)4h1 mrznf@as (free), uf srfta
~ if ~ T-fflT (Demand) -crcr cf6" (Penalty) cnT 1o% a st aar affaf ?1rifh,
3f@rsa qaw 1o ?lsu; & I(section 35 F of the Central Excise Act, 1944, Section 83 &
Section 86 of the Finance Act, 1994)

a4juGurayea3it hatash siafa, mf@regr "aar a]ir(Daty De1:nandecl) -
(i) (Section)~ 1apbaufRaRt,
(ii) farmraa&az 3feza6lfr,
(iii) ~flj"f-sc f.:ri:n:i'f q5" frrl:n:r 6 q5" $er~~~-

> ugfsa viR arfha ?ue?qa sra #terai, rftr arR@aah#Ruqasr
furrue. ·

For an appeal to be filed before the CESTAT, 10% of the Duty & Penalty'°'-a,;::,,~%~ confirmed by the Appellate Commissioner would have to be pre-deposited,
@'e "6% provided that the pre-deposit amount shall riot exceed Rs.10 Crores. It may be
s3i 2 noted that the pre-deposit is a mandatory condition for filing appeal beforeIi .~.,l4~ ffe j CESTAT. (Section 35 C (2A) and 35 F of the Central Excise Act, 1944; Section 83 & Section 86
± 's3, of the Finance Act, 1994)

%•~ss Under Central Excise and Service Tax, "Duty demanded" shall include:
(i) amount determined under Section 11 D;
(ii) amount of erroneous Cenvat Credit taken;
(iii) amount payable under Rule 6 of the Cenvat Credit Rules.

gr or2ra uR r8la,farkrrusers rrar yesu q1l6 fctq 1faa {?l" ill mrT~~~
h 1o% WTctRm- '3fR' 'Gf"ITT bar avs Ra1R@a zt 'ct"Gf qergw 10°1,, 'lfTctRm- cfft iJff~WI

In view of above, an appeal against this order shall lie before the Tribunal on
payment of 10% of the duty demanded where duty or duty and penalty are in dispute, or
penalty, where penalty alone is in dispute."
--------------------------------------····-···--·-••

(5)



F.No. GAPPL/COM/CEXP/38/2023

ORDER IN·APPEAL

M/s. Parikh Packaging Pvt. Ltd. Opposite Rotomac Pens, Sarkhej-Bala Highway,
Moriya, Taluka -Sanand, Ahmedabad-382213 (hereinafter referred to as 'the appellant')
have filed the present appeal against the Order-in-Original No. 27/AC/D/2022-2023/AM
dated 31.10.2022, (in short 'impugned orde!') passed by the Assistant Commissioner,
Central GST, Division-IV, Ahmedabad North (hereinafter referred to as 'the adjudicating
authority). The appellant were holding Central Excise Registration No.
AABCP7894FXM001.

2. The facts of the case, in brief, are that during scrutiny of ER-1 Return filed for the
period March, 2016 to June, 2017, it was noticed that the appellant had paid Central
Excise duty @12.5% on clearance of goods namely 'Printed/Unprinted laminated Flexible
Packaging Film Pouch' classifying the same under Chapter 39239090 of CETA, 1985.
Whereas the said goods are classifiable under CETH 39232100 and as per Notification
No.12/2016-CE dated 01.03.2016, the applicable rate of duty has been 15%. It appeared
that the appellant have been clearing the said goods at lower rate of duty i.e. 12.5%
instead of 15% by way of misclassification. In the month of January, 2017 & February,
2017, the appellant classified the said product under CETH 39232100 as 'Polythylene Film
Bags (PE Bags] and cleared the said goods on payment of central excise duty @ 15%
classifying the goods. It appeared that the appellant deliberately misclassified the goods
to avoid higher rate of duty and thereby contravened the provisions of Rule 4, Rule 6 and
Rule 8(1) of the CER, 2002 and Section 3 of the CEA, 1944 read with the provisions of
Notification No. 12/2016-CE dated 01.03.2016.

2.1 A SCN No. V.39/03-16/D/2018-19 dated 09.03.2021 was therefore issued to the
appellant proposing classification of goods 'Printed/Unprinted laminated Flexible
Packaging Film Pouch' under Chapter 39239090 of CETA, 1985, cleared during the period
from March, 2016 to June, 2017; demanding Central Excise duty of Rs.18,15,232/
alongwith interest under Section 11A(4) & Section llAA respectively; Penalties under
Section llAC of the CEA and under Rule 25 of the CER, 2002 was also proposed.

3. The said SCN was adjudicated vide the impugned order wherein the adjudicating
authority confirmed the classification of goods 'Printed/Unprinted laminated Flexible
Packaging Film Pouch' under Chapter 39239090 of CETA, 1985 for the period from March,
2016 to June, 2017; confirmed the C.Ex. duty demand of Rs.18,15,232/- alongwith interest;
Imposed penalty of Rs.18,15,232/- under Section llAC read with Rule 25(1) of the CER,
2002.

4. Being aggrieved with the impugned· order passed by the adjudicating authority,
the appellant have preferred the present appeal, on the grounds elaborated below:

► The impugned order has failed in addressing the issue of classification of the
goods namely "Printed/unprinted Laminated ing Pouch". The
defence reply to the SCN was not negated d therefore the
impugned order is not sustainable.

4



F.No. GAPPL/COM/CEXP/38/2023

» The Bags/Sacks and Pouches are different products and therefore not classifiable
under one and same heading; in the ER-1 returns for the months of January 2017
and February 2017, the Appellant not only cleared Polyethylene Film Bags under
(ETH 39232100 but cleared Laminated Pouches also under CETH 39239090 and
therefore the allegation of the change of classification in particular months is not
correct; The laminated pouches manufactured are not made mainly of
Polyethylene and therefore cannot be classified as Sacks/Bags of polymers of
ethylene under CETH 39232100; The Appellant was classifying the laminated
pouches under CETH 39239090 for so many years without any objection being
raised by the Department at any point of time. The Appellant never suppressed any
fact/information from the Department and the records were audited regularly by
the Department. The entire demand is on the basis of the scrutiny of ER-1 returns
only and therefore extended period of limitation not invokable. The issue is
related to the classification of the·goods and therefore the proposal of imposition
of the penalty under Section llAC of the Act is not tenable.

> At Para 21 of the impugned order it has been clearly recorded that the Appellant
has been manufacturing and clearing pouches under CETH 39239090 for long and
only during the scrutiny of the ER-1 returns it was observed. It was bonafide belief
of the Appellant that the laminated pouches are classifiable under CETH 39239090
and such belief was created on the basis of the ruling of the Apex Court in the case
of M/s. Sharp industries Ltd. 2005 (188) ELT 146 (SC). It was categorically argued by
the Appellant that in such case, invocation of extended period for raising demand
is patently incorrect and the entire demand is totally time barred. Reliance placed
on the decision in the case of M/s. Ugam Chand Bhandari 2004 (167) ELT 491 (SC).

► Samples of the goods manufactured and cleared by the Appellant have never been
prawn and in absence of any specific test reports the charge of classification under
a specific heading cannot be substantiated. The pouches manufactured and
cleared by the Appellant are laminated with Aluminium Foil and contains polyester
and/or BOPP film. So, it does not contain polyethylene predominantly but mixture
of plastics and Aluminium metal. In absence of any test report, jumping to a
conclusion that the pouches are made of plastic precisely predominantly
containing polymers of ethylene is patently incorrect. Such a view is without any
basis just to make the pouches to attract higher rate of duty introduced by way of
insertion of entry under the Notification No. 12/2016-CE dated 01.03.2016.

► It is undisputed fact that sacks/bags and pouches are different products. Bag, Sack
and Pouch denote a container made of flexible material having opening at the lop.
Bag- is general description for holding something. Sack is used to describe bag
made of coarse material and normally of oblong shape. Pouch is a small bag and
normally is opened/closed by means of gathering string, zipper or flap. The finding
of the adjudicating authority that CETH 39232100 which stands for the Sacks and

Bags of polymers of ethylene is most specific description- for the laminated
hes manufactured by the Appellant is not tenable.

dings under Para 23 of the impugned order states that the Department
o. know about the short payment of duty only after initiation of an inquiry is

5



F.No. GAPPL/COM/CEXP/38/2023

quite contrary to the statement made under Para 21 of the impugned order
recording the fact that short payment was observed during the scrutiny of ER-1
returns filed by the Appellant. The SCN is totally based on the details derived from
ER-A returns filed by the Appellant. The Appellant, vide letter dated 04.12.2018
had submitted month wise and Invoice wise details of the goods namely laminated
pouches cleared by them during the period from March 2016 to June 2017 along
with random copies of the invoices. However, the same details have· not been used
in computing alleged short payment of duty as evident from the value of clearance
shown for the month of April 2016 in the Table in the SCN (Actual figure taken
from ER-1) versus the value given by the Appellant under its letter dated
04.12.2018. Inadvertently, the Appellant, under its letter dated 04.12.2018, had
given value of clearance of laminated pouches as Rs. 46,99,558/- for April 2016
whereas actual value of clearance is Rs. 45,64,559/- correctly shown in the ER-1 for
the month of April 2016 (copy of ER-1 for April 2016. This fact proves that the
entire demand is based on details taken from ER-1 returns filed by the Appellant.
In catena of decisions, it has been held that when the demand is raised on the
basis of ER-1 returns filed by the taxpayer, suppression of material facts cannot be
attributed to the taxpayer and extended period cannot be invoked, Similarly, it is
also settled principle of law that extended period of limitation cannot be invoked
in the matter of classification. On this ground alone, the demand confirmed under
the impugned order is time barred and liable to be set aside. Reliance is placed on
following decisions:

o PRANAV VIKAS (INDIA) LTD. 2002 (148) ELT 963
o DOSHION LIMITED 2011 (274) ELT 468
o AARTI DRUGS LTD. 2015 (324) ELT 594
o RITESH INTERNATIONAL LTD. 2020 (371) ELT 917
o DOMINO PRINTECH PVT. LTD. 2020 (372) ELT 96
o BIO MAX LIFE SCIENCES LTD. 2021 (375) ELT 263
o AM BEY LABO RATORIES 2017 (6) GSTL 175
o NEEL METAL PRODUCTS LTD. 2017 (7) GSTL 76

> The appellant had cleared PE Bags also in the months of January 2017 and
February 2017 and therefore declared the same as Bags falling under CETH
39232100 and made payment of C. Ex. duty @15%. In the ER-1 returns for the
months of January 2017 and February 2017, the appellant cleared laminated
pouches also and the laminated pouches were declared under CETH. 39239090 as
other goods and payment of C. Ex. duty was made @12.5%. This fact proved from
the table placed in the SCN showing differential duty calculation wherein the
differential duty is worked out for the months of January 2017 and February 2017
also. Thus, the allegation of the misstatement regarding classification in particular
months is not correct.

► It is an admitted fact that the issue is related to interpretation in classification of
goods and it is also a well settled principle of law that neither extended period of
limitation is invocable nor is penalty imposable when there is dispute in
classification matters. It is also an undisputed fact that the A
classifying the goods namely laminated pouches under CETH

6
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beginning and it was known to the Department as the Appellant was filing ER-1
returns regularly. The records of the Appellant were audited every year and till the
issuance of the SCN no dispute/objection was raised by the Department for
classification of the goods as there was no difference in the rate of duty. The
factual aspects of classification of laminated pouches under CETH 39239090 were
not unknown to the Department. The' Department is precluded merely picking and
choosing the classification that offers the higher of the rates of duty and it is not
even permissible in the light of Supreme Court's decision in the case of Jayaswals
Neco Ltd. 2006 (195) E.LT. 142 (S.C.). This decision is further relied in the case of S.
K. Industries 2007 (210) E.L.T. 104 which is maintained by the Apex Court at 2012
(277) EL.T. A56 (S.C.). Ih light of above, imposition of penalty under Section llAC
of the Act read with Rule 25 of the Rules is not tenable. Following decisions in this
regard are relied upon:

o SYNCOM FORMULATION (I) LTD. 2002 (150) ELT 1228
o S. NARENDRA KUMAR & CO. 2003 (156) ELT 1001
o ABRAHAII J. THARAKAN 2007 (210) ELT 112
o KRAP CHEM P. LTD. 2015 (325) ELT 339
o RAI DEV BLOCKS 2017 (357) ELT 356

5. Personal hearing in the matter was held on 11.08.2023. Shri K. J. Kinariwala,
Consultant, appeared for personal hearing. He reiterated the submissions· made in the
appeal. He submitted that the matter' pertains to classification of the item, plastic
laminated pouches manufactured by the appellant. During the relevant period, central
excise duty under CETH 39232100 for sack and bags was 15%.· Whereas, the appellant
cleared pouches manufactured by them under CETH 39239090, where the duty was 12.5%
in respect of residual other items. He submitted that the classification claimed by the
appellant was prior to increase in the rate of duty in the previous years, wherein audit was
conducted regularly and no objection was raised regarding classification. Therefore, the
demand made by the lower authority iil the impugned orders, seeking different
classification is not justified. Moreover, since the classification was always in the
knowledge of the department, no allegation for suppression can be made against the
appellant and therefore extended period cannot be invoked in their case. He therefore
requested to set-aside the impugned order.

6. I have carefully gone through the facts of the case, the impugned order passed by
the adjudicating authority, submissions made by the appellant in the appeal
memorandum as well as those made during personal hearing. The issue to be decided in
the present case is as to whether the 'Printed/Unprinted laminated Flexible Packaging
Film Pouch' are classifiable under CETH 39239090 or under CETH 392321002

The demand pertains to the period March 2016 to June 2017.

7. The adjudicating authority classified 'Printed/Unprinted laminated Flexible
Packa in Film Pouch' under CETH 39232100.
mmpucc+a roduced below:

Nye 8

°>€3, 7

Relevant extract of para-22 of the



F.No. GAPPL/COM/CEXP/38/2023

'7 find that the goods manufactured and cleared by the noticee i.e. 'Printed/
(Unprinted laminated Flexible Packaging Film Pouch' have been predominantly
made ofplastic and the same were laminated with other materials. The said
goods have been usedas conveyance forpacking ofmaterials and therefore the
saidgoods are rightly classifiable under CETH 39232100. I find that the noticee
has been classifying the goods under CETH 39239090 as 'Other, which is
residual entry and covers the goods of other plastic materials. I find that their. .
product are most suitable classifiable under CETH 39232100 and not under
CETH 39239090 which is a residualentry. I find that even Rule 3(a) ofthe
Interpretative Rules states, heading which provides the most specific description
shall be preferred to headings providing a more general description'. The said
goods are correctly classifiable under 39232100 instead of39239090. I ind that
the noticee in support of their claim that the saidgoods are classifiable under
Central Excise Tariff Sub-heading 39239090, relied upon the case law ofSharp
Industries Limited2005 (188) EL T 146 (SC). · · · •

7.1 The appellant however claim that the laminated pouches manufactured by them
are not made mainly of Polyethylene and therefore cannot be classified as Sacks/Bags of
polymers of ethylene under CETH 39232100. They claim that sacks/bags and pouches are
different products. Bag, Sack· and Pouch denote a container made of flexible material
having opening at the top. Bag is general description for holding something. Sack is used
to describe bag made of coarse material and normally of oblong shape. Pouch is a small
bag and normally is opened / closed by means of gathering string, zipper or flap. The
pouches manufactured and cleared by them are laminated with aluminium foil and
contains polyester and/or BOPP film. So, it does not contain polyethylene predominantly
but mixture of plastics and aluminium metal. They claim that they were under the
bonafide belief that the laminated pouches are classifiable under CETH 39239090 and
such belief was created on the basis of the ruling of the Apex Court in the case of M/s.
Sharp industries Ltd. 2005 (188) ELT 146 (SC).

7.2 I find that CETH 3923 is for goods of the description 'ARTICLES FQR THE
CONVEYANCE OR PACKING. OF GOODS, OF PLASTICS; STOPPERS, LIDS, CAPS AND
OTHER CLOSURES, OF PIASTICS! The relevant entries under CETH 3923 are reproduced as
under:-

3923 ARTICLES FOR THE CONVEYANCE OR PACKING OF GOODS, OF PLASTICS;
STOPPERS, LIDS, CAPS AND OTHER CLOSURES, OF PLASTICS

Sacks andbags (including cones):
3923 21 00 -- Of polymers of ethylene

3923 90 90 --- Other

Explanatory notes to HSN: This heading covers all articles of plastics commonly used for
the packing or conveyance of all kinds of products. The articles covered include :

8

· Containers such as boxes, cases, crates, sacks and bags (inclu ,se
sacks), casks, cans, carboys, bottles and flasks.

{a}
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The heading also covers:

(i) Cups without handles having the character of containers used for the
· packing or conveyance of certain foodstuffs, whether or not they have a
secondary use as tableware or toilet articles;

(ii) Bottle preforms of plastics being intermediate products having tubular
shape, with one closed end and one open end threaded to secure a screw
type closure, the portion below the threaded encl being intended to be
expanded to a desired size and shape.

(b) Spools, cops, bobbins and similar supports, including video or audio cassettes
without magnetic tape.

(c) Stoppers, lids, caps and other closures

7.3 In the above HSN Explanatory Notes to Chapter 39 it is clarified that products
consisting of plastic remain covered by Chapter 39. The appellant claim that the
laminated pouches manufactured by them does not contain polyethylene predominantly
but mixture of plastics and aluminium metal and therefore cannot be classified as
Sacks/Bags of polymers of ethylene under CETH 39232100 hence have classified
laminated pouches under CETH 39239090.. They classified the said goods under CETH
39239090 under the bonafide belief created by the ruling of the Apex Court in the case of
M/s. Sharp industries Ltd. 2005 (188) ELT 146 (SC).

7.4 In the case of M/s. Sharp Industries Ltd. 2000 (120) ELT 825 (Tri), the appellants
therein manufactured a product which consists of aluminum foil, whose thickness does
not exceed 0.2 mm, which is then covered on one side with a polyester film and on the
other side with polyethylene. The Appellants also manufacture pouches out of the same
material: The question for consideration there was, as to whether these products are
classifiable under Tariff Heading 76.07 and 76.12, as claimed by the Appellants, or under
Tariff Heading 39.20.38 and 39.23.90, as claimed by the Department. Tribunal held that;

"5. There is no dispute that the products, foils, with which we are concerned,
consists of two layers ofplastics separated by a layer ofaluminium. The advocate
for the appellant contends that this aluminium foil is what is needed to make the
pouches from out of the sheets, either by the appellant or the buyers of this
product Samples of such pouches or sheets intended to be converted into
pouches were shown to us indicating that the products to be packed in consists of
such variegated goods such as fertilizers, coffee powder, etc. That the aluminium
foil is used to make containers of packing of goods is clear from the HSN
Explanatory Notes to heading 76.07, which indicates its use inter alia for packing

foodstuff, cigarettes, tobacco, etc What we are concerned with however is not
plain aluminium foil, but aluminium foil between two layers of plastic. It was

to us that the internal layer ofplastic is necessary, to prevent contact
7e packed article and the metal and the aluminium which would result in
tion of that packed article. To that extent; it is the plastic that
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contributes to the essential characteristics of the foil What the object was in the
outer layer ofthe plastic was not explained to us. Obviously it has some use since
no manufacturer woulduse it unless it was necessary. It is not in dispute that the
plasticpredominates over weight of the foil accounting for around two third
of the total weight. Taking these aspects into account it is difficult for us not
to conclude that it is the plastic that confers the essential characteristics of .
the product. In any event, in such a situation, it is rule 3(b) that will have to
be resorted to since it will be evident from the precedent discussion that
none ofthe rules preceding it wouldapply.

6. XXX

7. On merits therefore .the classification of both the foil and pouches will
have to be confirmed under chapter 39."

7.5 The above decision was challenged by the department and Hon'ble Apex Court 
2005 (188) ELT 146 (SC), held that;

"Tariff Heading 39 is thus the specific heading which covers such products. This
entry covers plates, sheets, film, foil and strip ofplastics, non-cellular, whether
lacquered or metalised or laminated From the test reports, it is clear thatplastic
predominates in the product. 70-80% ofthe product consists ofplastic. There is no
denial of this fact Tariff Entry 76.07 only deals with aluminium foils which are
backed with paper, paperboard, plastic or similar other backing material. In this
case, the product is notjust backed It is. coated with other material on both sides.
The term "backed"necessarily means that the coating can only be on one side. An
aluminium foll which is covered on both sides, by different materials, cannot be
said to be backed The aluminium foll is in such cases sandwichedbetween other
materials. It is clear that there· can never be backing on both sides. Chapter Note
(d) ofChapter 76 also makes it clear that Tariff Heading 76.07 will not apply to
products which assume the character ofarticles or products ofother headings. In
this case, since plastic predominates the product assumes the character ofplastic
and for this reason it couldnotbe classified under Chapter 76. HSN Explanatory
Notes to Chapter 39 also clarify that products consisting ofplastic remain
covered by Chapter 39 even though they are separated by a layer ofanother
material such as foil, paper etc. provided they retain the essential
characteristics ofarticles ofplastic. The test reports show that the concerned
products retain the characteristics ofplastic. Therefore on merits also we find

i i

that the view taken by the lower authorities is the correct view"

7.6 It is relevant to mention her·e that in the above decision, the appellant therein had
claimed classification of foils and pouches under chapter 76 (foils under heading 76.07.
and of the pouches under 76.12). The department however was of the view that they are
classifiable under heading 3920.38 and the pouches under heading 3920.90. Applying
the ratio of the above judgment it can be concluded that the prod 'ng of plastic
remains covered under Chapter-39 even though they are separ [@other
maternal such as foil, paper, aluminum etc. proded th $%kental
characteristics of articles of plastic. ~
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7.7 The appellant claim that based on the above decision, they have classified their
laminated pouches under CETH 39239090, In the instant case, it cannot be disputed that.
the appellant was clearing laminated pouches predominately made of plastics hence was
classified under CETH 39 as this chapter specifically covers 'Plastics and articles thereof'.
However, the question arises whether the 'Printed/Unprinted laminated Flexible
Packaging Film Pouch' are classifiable sub-heading CETH 3923-2100 or CETH 3923-9090.
It is observed that CETH 3923-2100 covers 'Sacks and bags (including cones)' of polymers
of ethylene whereas CETH 3923-9090 covers 'Others'. I find that the expression "Sacks
and bags (including cones) is. restrictive to the scope of the goods covered. Thus, only
Sacks, Bags and Cones are covered under CETH 3923-2100. As per the dictionary
meaning, a Sack is IIa large bag made ofstrong cloth, paper, orplastic used
to storelarge amounts ofsomething and a bag is defined as "a soft container made out
ofpaper or thin plastic, and open at the top, used to hold foods and other goods."
Whereas a pouch means IIa bag or soft container for a small object or a small amount of
something." Pouches can be made with zippers (to make them resealable and reusable),
spouts (to easily pour out liquid products), handles' (to make them easy to carry around),
and other design features. Bags, on the other hand, are offered in various designs. I
therefore, find that sacks, bags pouches have different description and are intended to be
used for different purpose. The function of an article is one of the most important criteria
for determining the essential character of an article. The Supreme Court in the case of /.\tu!
Glass Industries Ltd v. CCE- 1986 (25) E.L.T. 473 (S.C.) had observed that the identity of an
article is associated with its primary function and that it was only logical that it should be
so. When a consumer buys an article, he buys it because it performs a specific function for
him. There is a mental association in the mind of the consumer between the article and the
need it supplies in his life. It is the fL111ctional character of the article, which it identifies in his
mind. A customer will never buy a pouch for holding big / large articles and similarly they
will never buy a sack / bag to carry or small articles. A pouch is generally used for packing
small thing hence cannot be classified under CETH 3923-2100 which covered Sacks & bags
(including cones). Thus, ·I find that the classification of pouches resorted by the appellant
under CETH 3923-9090 under heading 'Others' is a more appropriate/suitable classification
because a pouch is different from a bag and a sack, hence, would not merit classification
under CETH 3923-2100. Thus, on merits I firid that the demand is not sustainable.

7.8 Further, I find that the mis-classification was disputed by the department during the
scrutiny of ER-1 wherein the appellant has been regularly classifying the'Pni1ted/Unpni1ted
laminated Flexible Packaging Film Pouch' under sub-heading CETH 3923-9090. As the
above alleged misclassification was not noticed during audit/preventive action, I find that
the suppression of facts cannot be alleged against the appellant when the above
classification was already in the knowledge of the department. So, to that extent also I find
that the demand is not sustainable as factswere known to the department hence exte1ided
period cannot be invoked alleging suppression of facts.

8. In light of the Apex Court's above decision, I find that classification of
'- aawr laminated Flexible Packaging Film Pouch' under sub-heading CETH

ustainable. Accordingly,, the demand of Rs.18,15,232/- is also not

j :::: aside.
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9. In light of above discussion and findings, I set-aside the impugned order and allow
the appeal filed by the appellant.

10. if4aaf trasfn{sf a fart gqtaa ala fat star?
The appeal filed by the appellant stands disposed off in above terms.

Attested ~

.%-
(Rekha A. Nair)
Superintendent (Appeals)
CGST, Ahmedabad

By RPAD/SPEED POST

To,
M/s. Parikh Packaging Pvt. Ltd.,
Opposite Rotomac Pens, Sarkhej-Bavla Highway,
' Moriya, Taluka -Sanand,
i Ahmedabad-382213
I

'

The Deputy Commissioner,
CGST, Division-IV,
Ahmedabad North
Ahmedabad

Date: z08.2023

Appellarit

Respondent

1. The Principal Chief Commissioner, Central GST, Ahmedabad Zone. ·
2. The Commissioner, CGST, Ahmedabad North.
3. The Assistant Commissioner (H.Q. System), CGST, Ahmedabad North.

(For uploading the OIA)
4. Guard File.
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